
 

 

Nexans to connect Oseberg Field Centre with renewable energy 

 

 
 

_PRESS RELEASE_ 

 

 

• Nexans will manufacture and install the tailer-made power cable solution to connect 

Oseberg with power from mainland Norway. 

 

• Cables will be manufactured in Nexans’ Halden facility and will be installed in one 

campaign using Nexans’ flagship vessel “Nexans Aurora” and will provide about 50% 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. 

Paris, December 6, 2021 – Nexans has won a more than 80 million euros contract to manufacture and 
install a power cable system that will deliver electricity directly from the Norwegian power grid to its 
Oseberg Field Centre. The cable system will provide renewable energy to the field and the contract is 
an important part of Equinor’s ongoing commitment to reduce its carbon footprint. 
 
Oseberg is located in the North Sea, around 140 kilometers north-west of Bergen. Nexans’ tailor-made 

power cable solution will be installed through Nexans’ Aurora vessel, which has the industry-leading 

capability to lay the cables in one compact installation. Not only does this save time and lower costs, it 

also reduces the environmental impact of the operation due to smaller transport distances. 

 

The cable system consists of a one 3-core 132kV AC cable with the capacity to transport and supply 

180 MW  to the main platform at Oseberg. The power cables will include two fiber optic cables, each 

fitted with 48 SM fiber optic elements. They will be connected to a central DTS system which crucially 

allows operators to detect early warning signs of any technical issues in the cables. The cables will be 

manufactured at Nexans’ plant in Halden, Norway. Installation is due to start in 2023. 

 

Nexans is Equinor’s long-term partner in renewable energy projects and provides expertise and 

technology to connect Oseberg with renewable energy power. Nexans cabling system will allow 

Oseberg to operate using renewable energy harnessed from hydropower and achieve about 50% 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions in those areas of the field.   

 

Executive Vice President, Nexans Subsea & Land Systems Business Group, Ragnhild Katteland said: 

“Electrifying business operations in the energy sector plays an important part in reducing CO2 emissions 

and supporting the global transition to net zero. Equinor continues to make strong progress in achieving 

this, and our ongoing partnership with them is just another step in Nexans’ ongoing journey to electrify 

the future.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

About Nexans 

 

For over a century, Nexans has played a crucial role in the electrification of the planet and is committed 

to electrify the future. With around 25,000 people in 38 countries, the Group is leading the charge to the 

new world of electrification: safe, sustainable, renewable, decarbonized and accessible to everyone. In 

2020, Nexans generated 5.7 billion euros in standard sales. 

The Group is a leader in the design and manufacturing of cable systems and services across four main 

business areas: Building & Territories, High Voltage & Projects, Industry & Solutions and Telecom & 

Data.  

Nexans is the first company of its industry to create a Foundation supporting sustainable initiatives 

bringing access to energy to disadvantaged communities worldwide. The Group pledged to contribute 

to carbon neutrality by 2030. 

 

Nexans. Electrify the future. 

 

Nexans is listed on Euronext Paris, compartment A. 

For more information, please visit www.nexans.com 
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